MODERN BRICKS IN THE GREAT LAKES
Promoting off-farm employment and income in the Great Lakes Region
through climate-responsive construction material production

300 houses should be built in Rwanda every day
Incomes worth USD 50-80 mio per year are lost through imports of cement
Rwanda has large clay reserves but lime for cement is scarce
Smart construction with Modern Bricks could entirely substitute cement imports
Rwanda’s brick demand requires hundred brick factories and could create tens of thousands of jobs
Modern Bricks require 70-80% less energy than traditional bricks
Modern Bricks factories use environment friendly fuels
Modern Brick Houses are less expensive than traditional brick houses
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employment
tens of thousands of DECENT GREEN jobs can be created in the brick sector

Value Chain

PROECCO (Promoting off-farm employment and
income through climate responsive construction
material production) is a project of the Swiss
Cooperation implemented by Skat Consulting
Ltd (Switzerland, Rwanda, Burundi, Bukavu).
It supports the creation of jobs in improved
artisanal and semi-industrial brickyards. The
people targeted by the project are the young
Rwandan labourers and innovative entrepreneurs
willing to pioneer environment-friendly modern
production of bricks, tiles and slab blocks, as well
as other key actors along the supply chain who
help to make Modern Brick walls and buildings
affordable, strong and durable. To date, the project
has supported dozens of rural brick cooperatives,
successfully introduced and demonstrated
affordable and easy-to-operate industrial
brick production technologies as well as highly
affordable Modern Brick construction systems.
Untapped Potential. The construction sector of
most African and Asian urban agglomerations are
the key engines of economic growth. In Rwanda,
the local building material industry is clearly
underperforming, which results in massive imports
and loss of capital and jobs.
Higher demand equals more jobs. Machineshaped and kiln-fired Modern Bricks require up
to four times less cement mortar than traditional
bricks, which makes the walling costs per m2 up
to 30-40% more affordable than traditional brick
walls. As a result, dozens of thousands of families
can now afford brick houses instead of informal
adobe or substandard cement block houses resulting in the increase in brick demand and
multiplication of employments in the clay sector.
Working conditions and gender. Employments
in semi-mechanised brickyards offer massively
improved working conditions, protected from
smoke, dust and excessive heat exposure and can
be executed equally by women and men.

environment
THE PRODUCTION OF MODERN BRICKS CAN YIELD SIGNIFICANT ENERGY SAVINGS

Traditional production degrades the environment.
In the Great Lakes Region, the traditional building
material sector significantly contributes to
deforestation. Although REMA officially banned
the use of fuelwood for brickmaking, it remains
the common combustible since traditional kilns
hardly ever reach the temperature required to
make the brick strong and durable when fired with
alternative fuels.
Improved quality equals energy savings. These
archaic brick firing methods consume up to 4
times more energy than modern brickyards and
leave 30-40% of all bricks underfired and weak.
Significant energy savings achieved. Modern brick
kilns are well insulated, and therefore bricks are
fired with a homogeneous high quality and oblige
the brickmaker to use legal alternative fuels such
as bio-waste - namely sawdust, coffee and rice
husk. With the shift to modern brickmaking, the
overall energy consumption can be reduced by
50%, while the brick production can actually be
doubled.

KEY FACTS

•

Modern kilns can consume up to 75% less
energy than traditional kilns (1.5MJ/kg vs. 5-6
MJ/kg)

•

Up to 50% of the CO2 emissions related to walls
and slabs (generated by the cement industry)
would be reduced with complete modernization
of the sector

•

Perforated modern bricks consume less clay
than solid traditional bricks, contributing to an
additional energy savings of 20-30% and better
quality products. Less clay also means lighter
bricks, facilitating transport.

•

Alternative fuels such as bio-waste (sawdust,
coffee and rice rusks) typically grow in proportion
with an urbanizing city

Traditional Brick Wall
Outside facing
English Bond

Modern SemiIndustrial Brick Wall
Fully Facing Rowlock
Bond

200 kg/m2
cement mortar

50 kg/m2
cement mortar

target group + interventions
The transformation of Rwanda’s brick industry requires targeted interventions and investments all along the
value chain. The Swiss Cooperation has therefore mandated Skat Consulting to offer the following services
to entrepreneurs, investors and technicians in the following areas:
Business Design Support. Guide brick
producers and new investors in the
adoption of Modern Brick production
technologies, by supporting them in the
business planning process, facilitating
access to new technologies and equipment
and training their staff for efficient
production
Access to technologies and skills. Advise
machine manufacturers and raw material
suppliers on how to adapt their products/
services to the needs of a modernised
local construction industry e.g. by offering
them designs and trainings for modern
brick machine manufacturing and
servicing
Information Exchange. Make all relevant
inputs and knowhow available through
the Rwanda Housing Authority Building
Material Center and Construction Industry
WebPortal, where all stakeholders within
the Building Supply Chain can access
relevant information on modern building
materials and construction
Marketing Support. Exhibition of products
and establishment of a permanent brick
stock to support entrepreneur visibility
and negotiation with potential clients.
Construction of demonstration units to
show what is possible to deliver with a
robust supply chain.
Planning Support. Provide standard
drawings for urban brick buildings, and
comparative cost calculation tools to
construction firms, planners, developers,
private homeowners and relevant
authorities who intend to construct with
Modern Bricks.

